
Overview: This ergonomic and worker-friendly feed cart was 
designed to fit comfortably underneath the ironer feed board for 
easy access to linen. The 28P16 is slightly longer and narrower than 
the 28P18 to accommodate wider ironers and remain conveniently 
placed under the feed board.

Benefits: The coil spring platform rises as items are removed, 
making it easier for team members to access linen. This promotes 
productivity and wellness by reducing the potential for physical strain 
when processing flatwork. It is made of the stronger and lighter High 
Density Polyethylene (HDPE) compared to Linear Low Density 
Polyethylene (LLDPE), common with many competitors. And the 
28P16, like all Meese carts, has a metal free interior to avoid leaks, 
snags, tears and damage to the contents of the cart.

Standard Features
• Rotationally molded from waterproof, chemical-resistant
   High Density polyethylene (HDPE)
• Rugged, plastic, removable, spring-loaded platform
• Heavy duty powder coated steel base
• 5” hard rubber non-marking Colson casters
• Torque-resistant, molded-in inserts

Featured Options (May affect shipping weight)

• Stencil, Mold-in or Mold-on text, logos or graphics
• Custom caster sizes, materials, configurations

Dimensions 59½” L x 20½” W x 31½” H
Capacity 16 Bushels
Load Capacity 500 lbs.
Shipping Weight 108 lbs. for standard part with spring platform only
Part(s)   1-3        
Freight Class   150       

Non-Nesting Containers

High   Across  Per Std. Trailer

   3         4             132
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The 28P16 comes with our signature, 
spring-loaded platform as standard.

The durable, rotomolded platform rises as 
linens are removed to reduce bending

and reaching.

Our waterproof, plastic platform hides the 
spring mechanism inside to minimize contact 
with linens and workers. For extra heavy-duty 
laundry handling, the 28P16 features a steel 

support bar as standard.


